
THANK YOU  
for purchasing Chey-Cast Bullets. 
If  you are satisfied with our bullets  

PLEASE 

share our website and prices with your 

friends.   

We appreciate great customers like you  

spreading the word. 

Remember to LIKE us on Facebook! 

Thanks, 
 

Hank & Dee VanGoethen  

and Mike Thrush 

Slowpoke WY #5164  

            Dazee Bristol #10816  

                           Waterboy #25286 

High QualityCast 

Lead Bullets 

FREE SHIPPING 

on BULLET BUNDLE BOXES 

WWW.CHEYCASTBULLETS.COM 

Proprietors:  Hank & Dee VanGoethen and Mike Thrush 

1531 Otto Road, Cheyenne, WY  82001 307-630-0954 

Chey-Cast Bullets is a family owned business of individuals that have been 
shooting, casting bullets, and reloading for over 48 years. We have been 
commercially selling bullets since its inception in 2001. We started casting 
bullets because of the lack of supply of cast bullets and the high cost of 
shipping. We have been shooting Cowboy Action Shooting (CAS) matches 
since 1995 and got tired of paying as much for shipping as for bullets. So 
we started our own manufacturing and retail Bullet Company.  
 

The Chey-Cast family has participated in Cowboy Action,  Steel Challenge, 
Defensive Pistol, IDPA, NRA Action Pistol, Silhouettes, 22 Precision and 
bench rest matches, just to name a few. Beside all of that fun we are avid 
hunters and fishermen, as well as members of SASS, NRA, Ducks Unlimited, 
NSSF, A Girl and A Gun, Armed Women America, and the Elk Foundation.  
 

We are proud to have sponsored a variety of shooting sports club matches 
throughout the years and look forward to continuing our support of 
Shooting Sports organizations.  
 

We have been at the same location in Cheyenne, Wyoming, for the past 40 
years and plan to be here for many more years serving your bullet needs. 
Since this is a family business many of our children, grandchildren and 
friends participate in the success of our business. Our most enjoyable 
shooting sport is Cowboy Action Shooting.  Hank is a Life member of SASS. 
His expertise includes having been a local club president, State and 
Regional Match Director, Territorial Governor and is a SASS Regulator. 
Hank and Dee are known as Slowpoke WY (SASS#5164) and Dazee Bristol 
(SASS#10816).  Recently our grandson Mike Thrush aka Waterboy 
(SASS#25286) has become our main representative at SASS matches 
around the country.  Mike is also our manufacturing supervisor. 



HARD-CAST BULLETS with BLACK POWDER LUBE 

92% Lead, 6% Antimony & 2% Tin 

Description Diameter Weight Picture Quantity Price 

38CAL 

TCFP 
 .358 140GR  100 $19.00 

38CAL 

RNFP 
.357-.358 158GR  100 $20.00 

38-40 CAL 

RNFP 
.401 180GR  100 $22.00 

44 CAL 

RNFP 

.427-.428 

.429-.430 
200GR  100 $24.00 

45 CAL 

COLT RNFP 
.452 200GR  100 $24.00 

45 CAL 

COLT RNFP 
.452 250GR  100 $27.00 

BLACK POWDER  BULLETS with BLACK POWDER LUBE 

1-20 ALLOY 

Description Diameter Weight Picture Quantity Price 

38-55 CAL 

RNFP 
 .378-.380 245GR  50 $26.00 

38-55 CAL 

SNOVER 
.378-.380 335GR  50 $30.00 

40 CAL 

SNOVER 
.409 400GR  50 $33.00 

45 CAL 

RNFP 
.458-.459 405GR  50 $32.00 

45 CAL 

SPITZER 
.458-.459 494GR  50 $39.00 

45 CAL 

RN 
.458-.459 512GR  50 $42.00 

45 CAL 

RNFP 
.458-.459 500GR  50 $42.00 

45 CAL 

POSTELL 
.458-.459 530GR  50 $44.00 

The Second Amendment of the United States Constitution reads: "A well regulated 
Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to 
keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."  

     Although jacketed, plated, and solid copper bullets are popular, cast bullets are still 

chosen for a great deal of shooting. Cast bullets may be the logical choice in some cases. 

With the dramatic improvement in polymers, cast bullets that have been given a polymer 

coating are entirely practical. Several companies produce such bullets for people who 

load their own ammunition. In some cases, the coating is a clear material; in others, the 

coating has a color. Cast Performance Bullet Company offers several types of bullets with 

a clear polymer coating. Chey- Cast Bullets of Cheyenne, Wyoming, offers an extensive 

line of cast bullets that are coated with HI-TEK Supercoat®. Included are bullets that span 

the spectrum from 115 grains for loading 9mm caliber handguns to those that weigh 400 

grains and are of .45 or .50 caliber. The Chey-Cast line includes a greater selection of 

bullets for use in handguns, as would be expected because of the lower velocity of bul-

lets fired from handguns. However, there is also a very nice 165-grain bullet in a .308 

caliber for use in cartridges, such as the .30-30 Winchester. Several coated bullets are 

also offered in .458 diameter because numerous rifles are available in that caliber, espe-

cially older designs of the lever-action or single-shot variety.  

       Chey-Cast bullets are made of a very hard alloy that consists of 92% lead, 6% antimo-

ny, and 2% tin. As a result of the coating and the hardness, leading of barrels and air-

borne lead are virtually eliminated. However, the bullets behave much as if they were 

full metal jacketed types (solids) with little or no expansion on impact with soft targets. 

In larger calibers, they are still effective and can be used for some hunting.  

       Chey-Cast bullets are available in lots of 500 or 1,000 except for heavy bullets in .45 

and .50 calibers, which are available in lots of 250. One very nice service offered by Chey-

Cast is that a customer can order a one-or two-pound sample of any of the bullets, ex-

cept for the heavy bullets in large calibers. Chey- Cast bullets can be found on the inter-

net at cheycastbullets.com and can be contacted at (307)630-0954. Moreover, free ship-

ping is provided for orders over $150. The people at Chey- Cast Bullets are serious shoot-

ers who support several organizations in the shooting sports, and they have been mar-

keting bullets commercially for about 20 years. My wife and I shoot a lot of .38 Special 

ammunition, and much of it is loaded with Chey- Cast bullets. Based on my experience, 

their cast bullets are of very high quality. 

     Chey-Cast would like to thank Jim House and Richard Vaughan for such a fine article 

about “Improving the Original Bullet Type”. 

Some excerpts from an article written by  James House for  

The Illinois Shooter winter 2020-2021, a publication of the  

Illinois State Rifle Association 

https://www.isra.org  

Chey-Cast offers a wide variety of cast 
bullets with HI-TEK Supercoat, includ-
ing all popular handgun calibers and 
some rifle calibers.  

https://www.isra.org/


 

Please visit our web site www.cheycastbullets.com to place your order or 

call us to place your order if you are picking it up in Cheyenne.   

We normally maintain a large inventory of all bullets in stock.  All orders 

are shipped by USPS priority shipping to all 50 United States.  We have 

been shipping USPS priority since 2007 and find it to be the most 

economical and reliable method of shipping. If USPS tracking verifies 

that you have not receive your order within 3 weeks (30 days during the 

holiday seasons) from the date we shipped we will resend your order or 

refund your money.  We strive to ship all orders within 3-5 business days 

of receipt of your order.  Special or extremely large orders may take 

additional time.  We can ship a maximum of 68 pounds of bullets in one 

medium size USPS priority package; your order may ship in more than 

one box.  Normally USPS priority shipping is delivered within 3-4 

business days of shipping depending on your location.  We are located 

in Cheyenne, Wyoming USA.  

Shipping cost would be $15.95.  If you want to try sample packs the 

shipping cost is $8.95 for 1-5 sample packs shipped without any other 

bullets.  You may add up to 3 sample packs to your order of other 

bullets for no additional shipping.  All Bullet Bundle Boxes come 

with FREE shipping. 

Our GUARANTEE is absolutely NO BS.  If for any reason 

you are not satisfied with our bullets you may return 

them for a 100% refund or exchange within 30 days. 

Even if you just ordered the wrong bullets, you can 

exchange them for the difference in price. Please return 

them to Chey-Cast Bullets, 1531 Otto Road, Cheyenne, 

WY  82001.  Return shipping cost is the responsibility of 

the customer.  If you have any questions you may call us 

at 307-630-0954 or send us an email at 

cheycastbullets@gmail.com QUALITY MADE IN THE USA! 

Evil Roy 
SASS Hall of Fame inductee  

Overall National and World Champion  
in both Cowboy Action and Wild Bunch shooting. 
40 World/National shooting championship wins 

 
"I have decided to shoot Chey Cast bullets for several rea-
sons.  I have known Hank for many years and like him per-
sonally.  He produces a high quality hard cast bullet which 
has a good reputation for consistency and quality at a fair 
price.  He produces his bullets with the Hi Tek Super-coat 

process which is the best coating process I am aware 
of.  This coating totally encapsulates the bullet which reduc-
es my exposure to lead from fired rounds and also from han-

dling bullets while reloading.  It replaces bullet lube which 
gums up my reloading equipment and firearms."  

Evil Roy 

mailto:cheycastbullets@gmail.com
https://evilroy.com/


HARD-CAST BULLETS with HI-TEK SUPERCOAT BULLET COATING 
      We use a unique heat-set “HI-TEK Supercoat”.  The “HI-TEK Supercoat” Bullet Coating totally 

encapsulates the lead projectiles and replaces standard wax lube.  Our bullets are “Hard-Cast.”  

Hard cast bullets are just that: harder, 16 to 18 Brinell.  We use a 92% Lead/6% Antimony/2% Tin 

bullet alloy for casting all bullets.  We buy our bullet alloy directly from a local foundry that has the 

knowledge, equipment and experience to manufacture bullet alloy to exacting specifications.  “HI-

TEK Supercoat” bullets are safe to shoot indoors and your dies will remain clean during the reloading 

process.  Coated bullets produce higher velocities.  The coating gives off no toxic or gassing or 

particulate matter when fired. The coating is absolutely non-abrasive and contains no PTFE or MOLY.  

There is no wax lube to gum up your loading dies.  The end result is cleaner air, cleaner hands, 

cleaner reloading equipment and cleaner guns. We are now selling most of our bullets in 500 count 

boxes.  You will also receive FREE shipping on your order of the Bullet Bundle Box (one box of the 

same bullet from 58 to 68 pounds).  Sample packs are either 1 or 2 pounds (for approximate bullet 

count divide 7,000 by the bullet grain for 1 pound or 14,000 for the 2 pound). 

Description Diameter Weight Picture Quantity Price 

9MM  

RN 
.356 115GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (4,000) 

$  8.50 

$41.75 

$334.00 

9MM 

RN 
.356 124GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (3,500) 

$  8.50 

$ 41.75 

$292.25 

9MM 

FP 
.356 147GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (3,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 46.85 

$281.00 

30CAL 

RNFP 
.309 165GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 55.00 

$275.00 

32CAL 

RN 
.313 78GR  

1# Sample pack 

1,000 ct. box 

Bundle Box (6,000) 

$  8.50 

$ 84.00 

$504.00 

32CAL 

RNFP 
.313 115GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (4,000) 

$  8.50 

$41.75 

$334.00 

38CAL 

TCFP 
.358 105GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (4,000) 

$  8.50 

$41.75 

$334.00 

38 CAL 

RNFP 
.358 125GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (3,500) 

$  8.50 

$ 41.75 

$292.25 

38 CAL 

TCFP 
.358 125GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (3,500) 

$  8.50 

$ 41.75 

$292.25 

38CAL 

TCFP 
.358 140GR  

1# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (3,000) 

$   8.50 

$ 45.85 

$274.98 

38CAL 

WC 
.358 148GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (3,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 46.85 

$281.00 

38Cal 

RNFP 
.358 158GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 55.00 

$275.00 

Description Diameter Weight Picture Quantity Price 

38-40CAL 

RNFP 
.401 180GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 56.00 

$280.00 

38-55 CAL 

RNFP 
.378—.380 245GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (1,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 73.30 

$220.00 

40 CAL 

10mm RN 
.401 200GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 60.00 

$240.00 

40 CAL 

10mm TCFP 
.401 180GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 56.00 

$280.00 

41CAL 

RNFP 
.411 225GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 72.30 

$289.00 

44 CAL 

TCFP 
.429—.430 180GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 56.00 

$280.00 

44 CAL 

RNFP 

.427—.428 

.429—.430 
200GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 60.00 

$240.00 

44CAL 

KEITH STYLE 
.430 240GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (1,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 73.30 

$220.00 

45CAL 

COLT RNFP 
.452 180GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 56.00 

$280.00 

45 CAL 

ACP SWC 
.452 185GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 56.00 

$280.00 

45 CAL 

ACP SWC 
.452 200GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 60.00 

$240.00 

45 CAL 

COLT RNFP 
.452 200GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 60.00 

$240.00 

45 CAL 

ACP RN 

 

.452 230GR  
2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (2,000) 

$ 12.50 

$ 73.30 

$293.00 

45CAL 

COLT RNFP 
.452 250GR  

2# Sample pack 

500 ct. box 

Bundle Box (1,500) 

$ 12.50 

$ 74.35 

$223.00 

45 CAL RNFP .458 300GR  
250ct. Box 

Bundle Box (1,500) 

$ 62.00 

$372.00 

45 CAL RNFP .458 350GR  
250ct. Box 

Bundle Box (1,000) 

$ 68.25 

$273.00 

45 CAL RNFP .458 405GR  
250ct. Box 

Bundle Box (1,000) 

$ 78.75 

$315.00 

50CAL RNFP .501 400GR  
50ct. Box 

Bundle Box (1,000) 

$ 24.00 

$480.00 


